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Abstract. The spectrum of hadron is mainly composed as shortly-lived states (resonance)
that decay onto two or more hadrons. These resonances play an important role in a variety of phenomenologically significant processes. In this talk, I give an overview on the
present status of a rigorous program for studying of resonances and their properties using
lattice QCD. I explain the formalism needed for extracting resonant amplitudes from the
finite-volume spectra. From these one can extract the masses and widths of resonances. I
present some recent examples that illustrate the power of these ideas. I then explain similar formalism that allows for the determination of resonant electroweak amplitudes from
finite-volume matrix elements. I use the recent calculation of the πγ → ππ amplitude
as an example illustrating the power of this formalism. From such amplitudes one can
determine transition form factors of resonances. I close by reviewing on-going efforts to
generalize these ideas to increasingly complex reactions and I then give a outlook of the
field.

1 Introduction
Hadronic resonances are ubiquitous in nature, and as a result play an essential role in a variety
of phenomenologically significant processes. One such example is the famous ∆I = 1/2 rule in
K → ππ weak decays. This empirical “rule” states that hadronic decay of the kaon to two pions is
dominated by the process where the isospin of the final state is zero. The corresponding amplitude
is approximately an order of magnitude larger than that when the ππ final state is projected onto
an isotensor configuration. This somewhat surprising observation becomes quite natural when one
remembers that the isoscalar channel contains the σ resonance, which is nearly degenerate with the
kaon, while the isotensor channel contains no resonances.
By now there is overwhelming evidence that without resonances most atomic nuclei would not
be able to form. This is seen for example in the essential role played by resonances, in particular the
σ, ρ, and ω, in the construction of phenomenological potentials that accurately describe experimental
data [1]. Another example is the well known Hoyle resonance, without which there would not be
enough carbon, oxygen, nickel, etc. to support life as we know it [2].
Given that most hadrons are unstable, resonances give us a window into the mechanism responsible for binding quarks and gluons together, which in turn would give us further insight into the rules
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governing the fundamental theory of the strong interaction, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), at low
energies. This is the motivation of a substantial experimental effort to precisely measure the basic
properties of resonances (mass, decay widths, couplings, etc.) and also explore the fringes of the
hadronic spectrum, where these rules can be put to a test. Prominent examples include the searches
for exotic in the GlueX and COMPASS experiments, tetraquark 1 and pentaquarks searches in Belle,
BES and LHCb among other.
Given these and other experimental efforts, there is a strong demand for a parallel theoretical
program. Here I outline a theoretical effort to have a program that satisfies the following four criteria:
• confirmation of existence: there is a long list of states that are awaiting theoretical confirmation,
plenty of examples can be found in the XYZ (see Ref. [5] for a recent review),
• predict existence: presently rigorous theoretical predictions of non-conventional hadrons are absent,
• identify production/decay mechanism: in order to expedite and guide experimental searches, it
would be useful to have a theoretical determination of the prominent production/decay mechanism
including couplings to corresponding channel,
• structural information: there are a variety of properties that are experimentally inaccessible but
are essential to gain insight into the true nature of a corresponding state, e.g., gluonic structure of
hybrid mesons.
Resonances, by definition, lie above at least one open threshold. Most, in fact, lie above multiple
open thresholds where two or more particles can go on-shell. In order to have a complete understanding of these resonances, one would need to have a QCD-based effort that is capable of dealing with
multichannel, multiparticle systems. This is undoubtably a challenging and daunting task, but thanks
to lattice QCD this is not an insurmountable challenge.
Lattice QCD efforts have largely been focused in the extraction of the spectrum and properties
of QCD stable states. This is mainly due to the fact that these are the states that are most readily
accessible using standard lattice QCD techniques. In fact, given the present framework of lattice QCD
calculations and the nature of resonant states, it is not at all obvious that the latter can be accessed via
lattice QCD. Nevertheless, there has been tremendous progress that has allowed for the exploration
of resonant processes that were previously thought to be inaccessible via lattice QCD (for a recent
review in the field see [6]).
Before explaining the challenges associated with study resonances on the lattice, it is necessary
to begin by reviewing the definition of resonances as complex-valued poles in unphysical sheets of
scattering amplitudes. I review the building principles of this in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, I discuss the
formalism for extracting two-body scattering amplitude from the finite-volume spectrum obtained
from lattice QCD calculations, and I illustrate the power of these ideas in the light mesonic sector. In
Sec. 4.1, I discuss extension of these ideas to extract electroweak amplitudes, focusing my attention
to 1 → 2 processes. I present a recent example in Sec. 4.2 using the formalism discussed. Lastly, in
Sec. 5 I speculate what the future holds for study of resonances on the lattice.

2 Scattering theory and composite states
Here I review some of the basic principles in scattering theory that are relevant for the discussion
that follows. In particular, we need a rigorous definition of resonances and a prescription to obtain
their information using lattice QCD. As it turns out, we can only access their informations from
1 For

recent lattice QCD efforts in searches for tetraquarks see Refs. [3, 4].
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scattering amplitude. For simplicity, I will focus my attention to scattering amplitudes where there
are at most two hadrons in the initial or final states, but I will not restrict the number of two-particle
channels that might be kinematically open. 2
By definition, resonances are unstable under the strong interaction. In other words, they cannot
be identified as asymptotic states. Because they commonly manifest themselves as dynamical enhancements in cross sections, they have been qualitatively understood as “bumps in cross sections”.
Although this serves as a rule of thumb, it is a terribly unsatisfying definition. Furthermore, it is not
hard to find examples of resonances that do not appear as clear bumps in cross sections, e.g. the σ
and the κ. Alternatively, one can rigorously define resonances as poles in scattering amplitudes in the
complex plane of the Mandelstam variable s ≡ E 2 . 3 This definition holds for both bound states
and resonances. Bound states are real-valued poles below the lowest threshold, while resonances are
complex-valued poles and typically lie above the lowest threshold. 4 The value of the pole location
√
(sR ) are related the resonance’s mass (mR ) and width (ΓR ), sR = mR − 2i ΓR .
At every threshold, the scattering amplitude has a square-root singularity. Let M;ab be the 
partial wave component of the scattering amplitude for incoming a and outgoing b channels. For
example, in Sec. 3.3 we will discuss S-wave wave scattering amplitudes where a and b correspond to
ππ and KK scattering states. Having this notation, one can explicitly see this singularity by evaluating
the imaginary part of the inverse of the amplitude,


Im M−1
 (s)

ab

= −δab

1 2 qa
√ Θ(s − sa ),
16π s

(1)

√
where sa = (Eathr. )2 is the value of the ath threshold, and qa ∼ s − sa is the cm relative momentum
and the source of the square root singularity. This in turns results in there being 2N Riemann sheets for
N open channels. Causality prohibits complex-valued poles in the physical Riemann sheet, defined
by Im[qa ] > 0 ∀i. As a result, only real-valued poles can exist in this sheet, namely bound states.
Furthermore, this tells us that resonances can only correspond to complex poles on the unphysical
sheets, where at least one relative momentum satisfies Im[qa ] < 0.
This definition does several things for us. First, it explains why some resonances manifest themselves as bumps in cross sections. Second, it explains how one can (and perhaps “should”) think of
the evolution of resonances and bound states with the quark masses. If we zoom in to a given pole
in the scattering amplitude and we now consider that the amplitude itself depend on the values of the
quark masses, which I denote a mq , we find
M;ab (s; mq ) ∼

ga (mq ) gb (mq )
.
sR (mq ) − s

(2)

As we dial the quark masses we expect sR (mq ) and ga (mq ) to vary, but there is no reason as to why in
general they might go to zero or infinity. As a result, with the quark mass we might expect poles to
move in the complex plane, even change sheets, and their coupling could very well vary, but we do
not expect them to evaporate. This qualitatively explains why we observe some resonances becoming
bound for heavier quark masses. This also tells us that we should probably think of resonances
and bound states more generically as composite states that for some range of parameters might be
accidentally bound or not.
2 For

a pedagogical introduction to scattering theory and the theory of composite states see [7].
E  is the center of mass (cm) energy of the system, sometimes also labeled Ecm .
4 Resonances in the  = 0 partial wave can appear as a complex-valued pole on the second Riemann sheet below threshold.
3
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Figure 1. (a) Shown are the ππ isovector scattering phase shift from Refs. [8, 9] which correspond to approximate values of mπ = 236, 391 MeV. (b) In blue are the pole position of the ρ resonance for a range of values
of mπ from a range of lattice calculations [8–11]. Also shown in red the corresponding pole of the chiral extrapolation of the scattering amplitudes obtained in Ref. [12] and discussed in 3.2.1. These are compared to the
phenomenological value of the pole position in black [13–18]

3 Spectroscopy from lattice QCD: scattering amplitudes and resonances
Lattice QCD calculations are necessarily performed in a finite volume. This has multiple ramifications to the theory. First, one cannot define asymptotic states and consequently one cannot readily
access their information. Furthermore, this alters the analytic structure of the correlation functions.
For one, there are no square root singularities. Instead, this branch cut is replaced with a tower of
real-value poles corresponding to the finite-volume energies. Consequently, in a finite volume there
is a single sheet, namely the physical sheet. This then implies that strictly speaking there are no
resonances in a finite volume, and as a result one cannot access resonances or their properties directly.
Alternatively, one can relate information obtained using correlation functions in a finite-volume
to infinite-volume scattering amplitudes. Once one has obtained the scattering amplitudes, one can
proceed to obtain the resonance information. There are several ideas in the market as to how one may
do this [6]. Here I focus on arguably the more formally robust ideas for extracting hadronic scattering
amplitude and in Sec. 4 I discuss similar ideas for electroweak amplitudes.
3.1 Finite-volume spectrum: extraction and interpretation

The basic idea is to exploit the dependence of the finite-volume spectrum on the underlying dynamics of the system. To do this in a non-perturbative fashion, one must obtain a non-perturbative
quantization that the spectrum must satisfy. Such a non-perturbative expression was first derived by
Martin Lüscher for two identical bosons at rest [19, 20]. Since then, Lüscher’s formalism has been
generalized to arbitrary complex two-body systems, accommodating any number of open channels
with constituents carry arbitrary intrinsic spin [21–37],


det F −1 (P, L) + M(s) = 0,

(3)

where F −1 (P, L) is a known finite-volume function that depends purely on kinematics [37]. Here
the determinant acts in the space of degrees of freedom of the system. For energy where only twoparticle states can go on-shell, these are just the angular momentum between the particles and the
open channels. This equation is satisfied whenever P0 coincides with a finite-volume eigenvalue, and
explains how the infinite-volume scattering amplitude can be constrained at that given energy. These
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Figure 2. (a) Shown are the values of the p cot δ from Ref. [52] compared with the phenomenological/experimental values [17, 53–56]. (b) Top panel shows the pole location of the σ and σ → ππ couplings
from lattice QCD [52] and dispersive analysis of scattering data [17, 57, 58].

energies can, in practice, be extracted from two-point correlation functions,

2pt.
† −En t
(t, P) ≡ 0|Ob (t, P)O†a (0, P)|0 =
Zb,n Za,n
e ,
Cab

(4)

n

where O†a and Ob are generic source/sink operators with the same quantum numbers.
In order to study resonances, it is necessary to map out the energy-dependence of the scattering
amplitude and from it deduce its pole structure. This requires determining a large number of energy levels, not just the ground states. This is arguably the most challenging aspect of this program.
Fortunately, there has been a significant effort on this front [11, 38–51], which have allowed one to
determine energies above multiple open threshold. In Sec. 3.3 I discuss an example of this in the
isoscalar sector.
3.2 Elastic scattering processes

In lattice QCD calculations, this ideas have been primarily been put into practice in determining
elastic scattering amplitudes. Arguably the first signal that the field is reaching a level of maturity was
the study of the isovector ππ scattering phase shift studied in Ref. [8]. There the authors used three
different volumes, multiples boosts and irreducible representations (irreps) to constrain the scattering
amplitude at over 30 different energies in the elastic region. At the time, this was unprecedented
achievement which was followed by other successful studies [9, 59–61]. 5
Unlike the isovector ππ channel, until recently the isoscalar channel has been virtually unexplored.
Having the same quantum numbers of the vacuum, this is one of the most phenomenologically interesting sectors of QCD. Having completely disconnected diagrams, it is also one of the more computationally challenging channels to explore via lattice QCD. Nevertheless, one given the technology
briefly discussed above, it is now possible to calculate spectra in this sector. The first time this was
5 Another

benchmark N f = 2 + 1 calculation worth noting is that of [62] which predates that of Ref. [8].
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Figure 3. In blue is the isovector ππ
scattering phase shift obtained in
Ref. [12] by extrapolating results
from Ref. [9] using UχPT as is
discussed in the text. This is
compared to the experimental
data [53–56].
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60
of the p cot δ (proportional to the real part of the inverse of the scattering amplitude) for these two
values of m30π . These are compared to the experimental/phenomenological values [17, 53–56]. Al0
though a chiral
extrapolation was not performed 7 , one observes a natural trend of these amplitudes as
a function of
-30 the quark mass.
Having obtained
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0.08
0.10
0.12
0.18
0.20
0.22
1.0
finds a complex-valued
pole0.14on 0.16
the second
sheet
above threshold. This is the manifestation of the
0.9
σ resonance0.8 for these quark masses. Once again, from Fig. 2 one finds a natural trajectory between
these two points
to the manifestation of the broad sigma in nature [17, 57, 58]. Furthermore, from
0.7
the residue of the amplitudes one can obtain the σ → ππ coupling, which at this stage seems to have
no to mild quark-mass dependence. Naturally, further investigation is needed, but this was the first
evidence of the σ from lattice QCD.

3.2.1 Chiral extrapolations

To this day, most calculations of resonances are being done using unphysically heavy values of
the quark masses. The reason for this is multifold. With an increase in Wick contraction and the need
of a order of magnitude increase in the basis of operators used, the computational cost of multiparticle
observables far outweighs that of single-particle quantities. One can mitigate this cost by restricting
to heavier quark masses. As we approach the physical point, we will need to increase the volume
in order to keep mπ L ∼ 4. This dramatically increases the density of states in the vicinity where we
aim to determine the spectrum. This can be tackled with an even larger basis operators. An equally
challenging problem emerges due to the fact that the energy cost for producing pion decreases as we
approach the chiral limit. This would mean that in order to scan higher energies, where three or more
particles can go on-shell, we would need a generalization of Eq. 3 (I come back to this in Sec. 5).
While we proceed to tackle each one of these challenges, we can proceed to consider performing
chiral extrapolations of resonant properties obtained at unphysically heavy quark masses. The natural
tool for doing this would be chiral perturbation theory (χ PT), but at a finite order χ PT does not
exhibit a pole structure [65, 66]. As a result, it is not suitable for describing resonance or bound
states. A technique that enhances the range of applicability of the χ PT is the so called the Inverse
6 In

Sec. 3.3, I discuss I discuss a recent extension of this work to higher energies for the mπ =391 MeV ensembles [63].
Ref. [64] for first attempts to extrapolate these amplitudes.

7 See
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Amplitude Method [67–69]. The argument goes as follows. Let us impose force unitarity to be exact
at all order in the chiral expansion. In other words, let the scattering amplitude satisfy Eq. 1


1 2 q
−1
M−1
√ Θ(s − s0 ),
UχPT ≡ Re MχPT − i
16π s

(5)

where MχPT is the standard amplitude obtained using χPT and MUχPT is the unitarized amplitude.
Going to the next-to-leading order (NLO) in the chiral expansion, and writing MχPT in terms of MLO
and MNLO , we find
1
MUχPT = MLO
MLO .
(6)
MLO − MNLO
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Figure 4. Shown are the finite-volume spectra obtained in Ref. [63] using mπ = 391 MeV for the isoscalar
ππ, KK, ηη sector for irreps that primarily couple to (a)  = 0 and (b)  = 2 partial waves.

At this order, the isovector ππ scattering amplitude is described in terms of two low-energy coefficients (LECs). The same LECs describe both the quark-mass and energy dependence, which are
correlated within χPT. Exploiting this correlation, Ref. [12] used NLO UχPT to fit the spectra obtained in Ref. [9] (shown in Fig. 1). The resulting amplitude extrapolated to the physical point is
shown in Fig. 3, where one sees agreement with experiment [53–56]. Having the amplitude one can
proceed to analytically continue and find the ρ pole, shown in Fig. 1. In the same figure one sees
agreement with poles obtained by using dispersive techniques to fit experimental data [13–18].
3.3 Coupled-channel systems: ππ, KK

The large portion of resonances lie above multiple open thresholds. In order to study these on
the lattice, it is necessary to generalize the idea set forth by Lüscher to any number of open channels.
This has been done for energies where only two-particle states can go on-shell [23, 32–34, 37] and
the resulting quantization condition has the same form as Eq. 3. Here a problem that I previously
glossed over is evident. Equation 3 does not provide a one-to-one mapping between the finite-volume
spectrum and infinite-volume scattering amplitude. Instead, a given given energy is related to an
infinite number of partial wave amplitudes. This is even true when only one channel is kinematically
open. The first time this mixing due to the reduction of rotational symmetry was disentangled in a
lattice QCD calculation was in the I = 2 ππ channel [70]. The way this was achieved was by using
a parametrization for the scattering amplitude. Given some set of parameters, one can use Eq. 3 to
predict the finite-volume spectrum which can then directly compared to the spectrum obtained from
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the two-point correlation function. One can adopt this procedure even when the amplitudes are not
diagonal, i.e., when channels are coupled. 8
These ideas were first put into practice for coupled channels in the study of Kπ, Kη scattering in
the isodoublet channel using mπ = 391 MeV [72, 73]. At these values of the quark masses, these two
channels were practically decoupled. Similarly in Ref. [9] ππ and KK were found to be practically
decoupled in the channel of the ρ-resonances. The first strongly coupled calculations were performed
in Refs. [74, 75], and most recently this was put into practice in the isoscalar sector [63]. This study
was an extension of the isoscalar calculations of Ref. [52], discussed in Sec. 3.2.
Reference [63] presented the finite-volume spectrum of ππ, KK, and ηη in the isoscalar sector for
the mπ = 391 MeV ensembles. The resulting spectrum, including a fit to it using one of a large range
of parametrizations is shown in Fig. 4. Although the spectrum is interesting on its own, the more
interesting quantity to consider is the scattering amplitude. In Figures 5 and 6 show the different
components of the scattering amplitude, ignoring weak channels where the ηη is present, in the  = 0
and  = 2 partial waves respectively. Some prominent features of the S-wave amplitude is the fact
that ππ and KK are very strongly coupled, similar to what is known phenomenologically. In addition
to finding evidence of the σ, discussed above, these amplitudes show a clear signal of the resonance
near the KK threshold. The location and relative coupling to the two channels is shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows the  = 2 partial wave amplitudes. As is evident, in this partial wave the two channels
are practically decoupled. Also, one sees two clear bump-like structures. By exploring the behavior
of these amplitudes in the complex plane, one finds the two resonances depicted in Fig. 6.

4 Electroweak process from lattice QCD
In general, one would like study electroweak reactions involving scattering states in the initial
and/or final state. This adds yet another source of complexity. If we are only interested in studying
reactions where the effects of the electroweak sector are perturbative, the most natural means to access
information of these reactions is by evaluating three-point functions with single insertions of the
external electroweak current. In doing so, one can in principle extract finite-volume matrix elements
8 For

parallel/alternative efforts for extracting coupled-channel scattering amplitudes presented in this conference see [71].
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of these currents,




3pt.
(t f , P f ; Pi , ti ) ≡ 0|Ob (t f , P f )J(0)O†a (ti , Pi )|0 ∝ En f ,P f , LJ(0)Eni , Pi , L + · · · ,
Cab

(7)


where Eni , Pi , L explicitly denote the finite-volume states and the ellipses denote contribution associated with overlap with other states. Being able to extract the matrix elements of a given state (even
the ground state) has been a historical challenge. Recently, it has been demonstrated that in practice
one can use the same techniques for extracting the excited state spectrum to also obtaining the matrix
elements of the corresponding states [76].
Having then, in principle, determined such a matrix element, we must then understand how this
matrix elements must be interpreted. When the initial and final states are stable under the strong
interactions, these matrix elements are exponentially close to their infinite-volume counterparts







 

En f ,P f , LJ(0)Eni , Pi , L = En f , P f , ∞J(0)Eni , Pi , ∞ + O e−mπ L .
(8)
When the initial and/or final states are near or above a threshold, the relationship between this and
their infinite-volume counterparts are not obvious.

4.1 Interpreting 1 → 2 matrix elements

In recent years there has been substantial effort in developing the necessary formalism for studying
matrix elements involving two particles in the initial and/or final state. These ideas largely stem from
work developed by Lellouch and Lüscher explaining how K → ππ weak decays can be accessed from
the lattice [77]. These ideas have since been generalized to increasingly complex 0 → 2 [78, 79], and
1 → 2 reactions [26, 27, 33, 80–82]. In Ref. [83] the most general results for studying 0 → 2 and
1 → 2 transitions from finite volume matrix elements was presented. Although it turns out that these
are closely, here I only discuss the latter.




Consider a current coupling a finite volume state En , P L to another state E0(1) , P, L . Here we
restrict our attention to the scenario where the latter correspond
to a QCD
and where the

 stable state


volumes satisfy mπ L  1. This means we can assume E0(1) , P, L = E0(1) , P, ∞ up to negligible

 
contributions. Let En2 − P 2 1/2 be the nth state in the tower of states and we let lie above any number
of two-particle thresholds but below all thresholds where three or more particles can go on-shell.
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Figure 7.
(a) Top panel shows the πγ → ππ amplitude using mπ = 391 MeV as a function of the ππ
energy [84, 85]. Bottom panel shows the elastic ππ amplitude for the same ensemble [8]. (b) Shown is the real
and imaginary components of the π → ρ form factor form mπ = 700 MeV [76] and mπ = 391 MeV [84, 85].

Finally, we label H to be the infinite-volume amplitude coupling the initial and final states. This
amplitude is non-perturbative in the strong interactions but perturbative in the electroweak dynamics.
We can write this amplitude as a vector in the degrees of freedom of the system, namely the partial
waves of the two-particle state and the number of open channels open. With this, we can write a
compact relationship between the finite-volume matrix element and the infinite-volume amplitude [83]







1
H T R(En , P) H ,
(9)
L3  En ,P LJ(0)E0(1) , P, ∞  = 
2E0(1)
where R is the residue of the finite-volume two-particle propagator,


1
R(En , P) ≡ lim (E − En ) −1
.
E→En
F (P, L) + M(s)

(10)

Here F and M are the same that appear in the quantization condition of the two-particle spectrum,
Eq. 3. In general, this is a matrix in the degrees of freedom of the two-particle channel. In the limit
that a single channel is open and partial waves do not mix, only one component of this matrix would
contribute, which is commonly referred to in the literature as the Lellouch-Lüscher factor. 9
This equation can be explained as follows. Given the spectrum, one determine F, M, and consequently R. Next, one must determine the finite-volume matrix element using the standard three-point
functions (arguably the most challenging task present). Once these are known one can use the mapping defined by Eq. 9 to then obtained the desired infinite-volume amplitude H.
4.2 πγ → ππ and the π → ρ form factor

The formalism summarized above represents some of the first steps toward the lattice QCD community being able say anything about the electromagnetic resonant processes. One of the first examples of this was the γ → ππ amplitude obtained for the first time in Ref. [79] and now being explored

9 Although here we assume periodic symmetric volume, Ref. [83] presents a result that holds when the volume is asymmetric
with arbitrary twisted boundaries conditions.
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by others [86]. These studies are partially motivated by the important role this amplitude plays in
constraining the dominant hadronic contribution to anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
A slightly more complicated process is γ π → ππ, which mimics the electro- and photoproduction reactions explored in, for example, the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
(JLab). Given the important role played in the low-energy manifestation of QCD, it should not come
as a surprised that this reaction plays an important role in a variety of processes, ranging from the
chiral anomaly to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (see Refs. [87, 88] for recent phenomenological studies of this amplitude).
The first study lattice QCD study of γ π → ππ was performed in Refs. [84, 85]. This calculation
was done using the same mπ = 391 MeV ensembles discussed above. In this study the γ π → ππ
amplitude was determine for a range of energy of the ππ state and virtuality of the photon. A global
fit of this amplitude projected onto two virtualities and a range of energies is shown in Fig. 7. One
sees a clear manifestation of the ρ resonance, which coincides with its manifestation in the elastic ππ
amplitude.
By exploring the energy dependence of the this amplitude, one may obtain the π → ρ form factor.
This can be defined in terms of the residue of the the amplitude at the ρ pole. This form factor is
shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the virtuality for two values of the pion mass, one where the ρ is
stable [76] and another when it is unstable [84, 85].

5 Future prospects
Here I have attempted to give overview of the progress made in the studies of resonances on the
lattice (for a more detailed review see Ref. [6]). I aimed to focus on ideas where there has been at
least one application in a lattice calculation. Here I discuss what I believe might be three main areas
of growth in future studies of resonance properties from lattice QCD.
Need for dispersive analysis: In right panel of Fig. 2 we see the first determination of the σ
resonance pole from lattice QCD. [52]. For the heavier ensemble, this turned to be a bound state.
For the lighter ensemble, the σ closely mirrors the experimental one, meaning it appears as a broad
resonance. In practice, this means that one must analytically continue amplitudes constrained on the
real axis far into the complex plane. This is challenging problem, which explains why the mass of the
σ has historically had such large systematic error. By choosing a different parametrization, one obtains
a different pole. This also explains why for the mπ = 236 MeV ensemble one sees a scatter of points in
Fig. 2. Phenomenologically, it is now well known that this systematic error can be greatly reduced by
using a dispersive analysis of experimental scattering data [17, 57, 58]. This example clearly shows
the need for a more sophisticated analysis of finite-volume spectra, where similarly ideas to those
being used in modern-day amplitude analysis are adopted. Two other examples that illustrate the need
for more sophisticated amplitude analysis are the coupled-channel systems (discussed in Sec. 3.3) and
three-body systems (discussed below)
Electroweak 2 → 2 processes and elastic form factors: Two classes of processes that are apparently accessible from lattice QCD but experimentally inaccessible are electroweak 2 → 2 processes
and three-body scattering. Let me first discuss the former. These are amplitudes where a two-particle
couples to an external current and then results in another or the same two-particle state. These amplitudes, which are challenging to access experimentally, have been proposed in the literature for, for
example, evaluating electromagnetic [90] and scalar [91] form factors of resonances.
The idea for determining these amplitudes from two-body matrix elements was first proposed in
Refs. [32, 92, 93]. These studies explained that indeed for some classes of currents and hadrons, one
can indeed access infinite-volume observables from finite-volume matrix elements. Reference [89]
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...

+

was the first to derive a model-independent relation between such matrix elements and the corresponding amplitude.
The 2 → 2 amplitude, W, has kinematic singularities associated with intermediate particles going
on-shell. The matrix elements are related to these amplitudes where the kinematic singularities have
been exactly removed, resulting in the so-called divergence free amplitude, Wdf . This can be related
to the finite-volume matrix element using the same R defined in Eq. 10,

2
En , P f , L|J(0)|En , Pi , L = 1 Tr R WL,df R WL,df  ,
(11)
f
i
L6
WL,df is related to the aforementioned Wdf ,

...
+

WL,df ≡ Wdf + M G M ,

(12)

and G is a new finite-volume function that dependence on the spectrum and the single particle matrix
elements.
This relation is similar to that appearing in Eq. 9, and some the quantities needed are the same,
namely the spectrum and R. The one main difference is this new finite-volume function G. As
was stated, this depend on the single particle matrix elements. This refers to the matrix elements of
the constituents of the two-particle state. For example, if one would want to use this to study the
ππJ → ππ amplitude, one would also need to determine the πJ → π, to then use Eq. 11. Figure 8
summarizes the different ingredients needed to obtain the desired 2 → 2 amplitude. Once Wdf is
obtained, one can proceed to analytically continue onto the resonance poles of the incoming and
final states, to extract elastic and/or inelastic resonance form factors. This is all to say that it is not
unfathomable to, in the not so distant future, study the structure of unstable states.
Three particles or more: All of the lattice QCD calculations of resonances have been restricted
to states that couple solely to two-particles. This is in large part due to the fact that we do not yet
understand, in general, how to extract three-body observables from finite-volume spectra. In recent
years, there has been tremendous amount of progress with the aim of circumventing this problem [94–
104]. 10 Presently, the most general result for studying systems coupling to three-particles or less can
be found in Ref. [101, 104],




K2 K23
F2 0
= 0.
(13)
det 1 +
K32 Kdf,3
0 F3
This quantization condition holds for energies where two- and three-particle states can go on-shell,
and it gives a relationship between the spectrum and the infinite-volume K matrix. Unitarity relates
the K matrix to the scattering amplitude, and Ref. [104] gives an exact relationship between these.
10 For

development in 1+1 dimensional systems see [105–107].
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Unlike the two-particle analogue, Eq. 3, this is not quite general. To this date all work involving
three-particle states have assumed the individual particles to be identical bosons. This is a mild assumption, that could be easily removed. More restrictive is the fact that this equation only holds for
kinematic regions where the two-body K matrix is non singular. This is a technical restriction that
has not yet been surpassed. Once this formalism is complete, it is not hard to imagine being able to
extend these ideas to study 1 → 3 transitions. This would be relevant for, for example, K → πππ
weak decays and Nγ → N  → Nππ transitions.

6 Final remarks
We are entering an exciting era in hadronic physics. In the last few year, we have witnessed a
tremendous amount of progress from the lattice QCD community in many fronts. One subfield that
has surpassed its original expectations is the study of few-hadron resonant as well as non-resonant
reactions. This field has been partly guided by formal ideas, some of which have been set forth over
a quarter of a century ago, others that are being actively developed. But these formal concepts would
be useless without the algorithmic and numerical developments.
Arguably, the algorithmic developments have surpassed the expectations of the more formal community, which has now ignited a flurry of theoretical activity to explore processes that were previously
believe to be inaccessible. This has in turn decreased the time period where ideas are being set out
and when they put into practice. This is all to say that now is a perfect time to be working in these
ideas, to develop them and immediately test them out in phenomenologically relevant calculations.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that there is lots of room for growth. As I tried to emphasize in
the previous section, the challenges we are presently encountering are ones that could benefit from
the attention of theoreticians with a diverse set of skills. Unarguably the most important discoveries
for this field lie ahead.
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